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Objective

Results

Bionic prosthesis use a neuromuscular interface to transfer signals
between patient and device. Currently, this transmission happens
via superficial electrodes lying on the skin. Implantable
technologies experience a remarkable development in the field of
research and have great benefits in terms of signal quality and
reliability, however, energy supply must be warranted. Usually,
inductive coupling or implanted batteries are deployed. Here, we
would like to present a novel wireless transcutaneous coupling
method for neural interfacing, which can be utilized for
generating sensory feedback in a bionic hand through neural
stimulation.

The animals were followed for up to 3 months. The initial wireless
stimulation was performed 2 weeks postoperatively and showed
successful muscle activity in the lower leg. Needle-EMG could verify
muscular activation in the flexor and extensor muscles (M. gastrocnemius,
M. tibialis anterior). The compound muscle action potential was
proportional with the applied pulse width. Selective EMG-recruitment
curves could be generated through direct stimulation but were not
reproducible with wireless impulses.
During follow-up recurrent seroma formation around the implant was
frequently detected hampering selective wireless stimulation. Head stage
and array dislocation were frequent problems within the animal model.
Gross tissue analysis showed no signs of necrosis or infection at the
implant site. Histological analysis of the fibrous capsule showed a median
thickness of 2.3 mm. Histomorphometry revealed a typical, but moderate
foreign body reaction with neutrophil infiltration and mononucleated giant
cell formation. The average collagen proportion of the capsule was 36%.

Methods
In a sciatic nerve model of the rat (n=10), we implanted a system
composed of a nerve cuff electrode connected to a subcutaneous
two-channel electrode array, which wirelessly receives current
from an external counterpart for neural stimulation (Figure 1).
Reference measurement through a head connector gave
information on coupling and impedance characteristics. The
animals were tested consecutively for up to three months.
Measured outcomes were properties of wireless energy coupling,
visual and electromyographic (EMG) activity of the respective
muscle groups. Biocompatibility of the implant was assessed with
histological analysis of the fibrous capsule and neuromuscular
tissue. Final implant analysis after explantation focused on
biologic impact on the materials.

Figure 2. EMG-recruitment curve after direct stimulation shows
separate muscle responses at small pulse widths.

Conclusion

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the wireless coupling system. The implant consists of a nerve cuff electrode placed around the sciatic
nerve, which is connected by a subcutaneous wire to a head stage for direct measurements and to the subcutaneous pick-up array (2channel). The external array sends the energy transcutaneously via an electrical impulse. Functional outcome is measured by needle
electromyography at the effector muscles in the lower leg (M. tibialis anterior, M. gastrocnemius).

A. Overview of the fibrous capsule after 39 days (MassonGoldner trichrome staining).

B: Immune cell infiltration at the border to the foreign body
(red), intercellular matrix with collagen (blue) (Masson-Goldner).

In this pilot experiment we were able to prove the in-vivo application of
this new wireless coupling method for neural stimulation. First results
indicate good biocompatibility. By generating selective recruitment curves
in the EMG, a distinctive stimulation seems feasible. Selectivity during
wireless stimulation was limited due to liquid biofilm surrounding the
electrodes. Further investigations should focus on longevity and selectivity
of the system.

C: neovascularization (red) and hemosiderin debris (brown) in
the periphery of the capsule (Masson-Goldner).

D: Sciatic nerve distal to the cuff electrode showing good axonal
structure and full integrity (Toluidin blue staining).

